A-Level Maths & Further Maths Guide
How Maths will be taught:
You will have 10 lessons a fortnight split between two teachers. For Further Maths students, subject
deliver is over 20 hours per fortnight with up to three teachers.
Lessons contain time to be taught new content, for this to be assessed and for students to demonstrate
their understanding through independent work. Homework is given after every lesson.
Each chapter/unit is taught through the use of specific booklets combined with the textbook and students
are expected to bring the provided resources to every lesson.
Mini assessments take place every 6-8 weeks and will mainly focus on new learning but regularly contain
elements of previous learning as well. These grades are tracked to ensure continued progress and will be
used, in combination with the end of year assessment, to produce UCAS predictions at the end of year 12.

Working expectations:
In class you will be expected to follow the examples and complete the course notes. You will then be set
exercises of work to complete; these should be completed with full working solutions shown clearly. All
work should be handed in neatly with a title and marking completed. Green pen is used to reflect upon
mistakes. Students are expected to find mistakes in their working and re-do questions instead of copying
out solutions. This is the only way to improve understanding.

What 100% effort in this subject looks like:
Completing all exercises set on time - do not fall behind it can get out of hand in maths very quickly due to
the amount of practice expected.
Marking work and correcting errors in green pen will happen prior to handing in.
Seeking help when you are struggling and not leaving questions in exercises incomplete. Maths is a series
of building blocks; leaving gaps in your knowledge early on leads to difficulties later.

Folder Policy:
You will be expected to keep your course notes and examples in a ring binder folder. This should be with
you every lesson as you may need to refer to previous topic notes as you progress through the course.
Dividers can be useful to keep notes organised.
You may then keep your completed exercises in a separate folder that you provide yourself. This should be
clearly labelled into the sections; it does not need to be with you every lesson.

What marking looks like:
You will be expected to mark the exercises yourself before handing them in. The class teacher will then
look through your work, ensure all required working steps are seen and correct and then identify any class
issues to go through.
Assessments: either chapter assessments or unit assessments, will be marked by the teacher and allocated
a grade.

What homework looks like:
You will be set questions from the textbook or worksheets to complete. This will often consolidate and
stretch the in class learning that has taken place. These will range in length; however, they are designed to
emphasis understanding and interpretation rather than mere routine calculations. The exercise questions
are split into 3 sections. Band 1 questions are designed to reinforce basic skills. These often start with one
or two questions designed to bridge the gap between GCSE and A-Level covering common stumbling
blocks. Band 2 questions (E) are broadly typical of what might be expected in an examination. Some of
them cover routine techniques, others are designed to provide some stretch and challenge. Band 3
questions (P) explore the topic in more depth and some are more demanding.
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Problem Solving and Proof
Surds and Indices
Functions
Equations and Inequalities
Coordinate Geometry
Trigonometry
Polynomials
Graphs and Transformations
The Binomial Expansion
Differentiation
Integration
Vectors
Exponentials and Logarithms
Sequences and Series
Sine and Cosine Rules
Trigonometric Functions and
Identities
Partial Fractions
Parametric Equations
Differential Equations
Numerical Methods

•
•
•
•
•

Data Collection
Data Processing,
Presentation and
Interpretation
Probability
The Binomial Distribution
Statistical Hypothesis Testing
using the Binomial
Distribution
Working with Data
Statistical Distributions

•
•
•
•

Kinematics
Forces and Newton’s Laws of
Motion
Variable Acceleration
Moments of Forces
Projectiles
A Model for Friction

Summer preparation
The purpose of giving you a summer bridging task is:
i.

To provide a bridge from level 2 to level 3 study, and lead into the early stages of the course.

ii.

To engage you in independent learning which is required at level 3.

iii.

To encourage you to develop your work ethic and commitment to study.

iv.

To measure your suitability for the course and assess your initial levels of achievement.

Task 1:
There are a number of key terms that crop up throughout the two-year course. It is important that you are aware
what the meaning is of these terms.
Define the following key terms:
Pure Maths

Statistics

Mechanics

Surd

Indices

Equation

Inequality

Coordinate

Trigonometry Polynomial

Transformation Binomial

Differentiation

Integration

Vector

Exponential

Logarithm

Sequence

Series

Function

Parametric

Hypothesis

Kinematic

Force

Motion

Acceleration Projectile

Friction

Task 2:
It is essential your algebra is at a high standard. Please make sure you understand and can complete the following
bridging unit provided by Oxford University Press, this covers all essential algebra skills for the A-Level course.
http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/oxed/secondary/maths/HomeLearning-Pack_A-LevelBridging_Algebra_Contents-page.pdf?region=uk
If you need to revise any of these topics further then you can find a list of Hegarty maths tasks that will remind you
of GCSE learning can be found at the end of this booklet.

Please bring your work with you to your first lesson.
Potentially useful websites:
Tutorial videos of expected concepts you should know https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mY7tn3NT9MQ this is
the link to the first video in the series, the rest are linked from here.
An encyclopaedia of maths https://mathworld.wolfram.com/ be careful as it goes much deeper then A’Level.
Hegarty Maths – live lessons for all topics you need to be fluent in before you start in September
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxHVbxhSvleR5tntP2FxYBJCoY5-pD_Z8

Link to the Specification:
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/advanced-extension-award-mathematics2018.html

Bridging Unit

This pack contains a programme of activities and resources to prepare you to start A-level in Maths in September.

It is aimed to be used after you complete your GCSE throughout the remainder of the summer term and over the summer
holidays to ensure you are ready to start your course in September.

The resources include:
1. Links to websites where you can research the topics you will be exploring in your sixth form courses and get a
flavour of mathematics beyond GCSE.
2. 15 key pre-knowledge topics that will help you to be successful in your course. The topics covered are a
mixture of GCSE topics, and topics which extend GCSE but which will be very useful on your A level course.
3. A diagnostic assessment that will test your key knowledge of these 15 topics.
4. A bank of problem solving questions to accompany each of the 15 topics to test that you can apply the skills
that you have learned.

Websites
NRich

http://nrich.maths.org/secondary-upper
Mathwire
http://mathwire.com/archives/enrichment.html
The History of Maths – Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_mathematics
The History of Maths – Youtube video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy-8lPVKLIo
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Statistics

1

Solving quadratic equations

Question 1

Solve

x2 + 6x + 8 = 0

(2)

Question 2

Solve the equation y2 – 7y + 12 = 0

Hence solve the equation x4 – 7x2 + 12 = 0
(4)

Question 3

(i)

Express x2 – 6x + 2 in the form (x-a)2 – b
(3)

(ii)

State the coordinates of the minimum value on the graph of y = x2 – 6x + 2
(1)

Total / 10

2

Changing the subject

Question 1

1

Make v the subject of the formula E = 2 mv2
(3)

Question 2

4

Make r the subject of the formula V = 3 Π r2
(3)

Question 3

Make c the subject of the formula P =

𝐶
𝐶+4

(4)

Total / 10

3

Simultaneous equations

Question 1

Find the coordinates of the point of intersection of the lines y = 3x + 1 and x + 3y = 6
(3)

Question 2

Find the coordinates of the point of intersection of the lines 5x + 2y = 20 and y = 5 - x
(3)

Question 3
Solve the simultaneous equations
x2 + y2 = 5
y = 3x + 1
(4)

Total / 10

4

Surds

Question 1

(i)

Simplify (3 + √2 )(3 - √2 )
(2)

(ii)

1+ √2
√2

Express 3 −

in the form a + b√2 where a and b are rational
(3)

Question 2
(i)
Simplify 5√8 + 4√50 . Express your answer in the form a √𝑏 where a and b are
small as possible.

integers and b is as
(2)

(ii)

√3
√3

Express 6 −

in the form p + q√3 where p and q are rational
(3)

Total / 10

5

Indices

Question 1

Simplify the following

(i)

a0
(1)

(ii)

a6 ÷ a-2
(1)

(iii)

(9a6b2)-0.5
(3)

Question 2

(i)

Find the value of

(251 )

-0.5

(2)
(ii)

Simplify

(2𝑥 2 𝑦 3 𝑧)5
4𝑦 2 𝑧

(3)

Total / 10

6

Properties of Lines

Question 1

A (0,2), B (7,9) and C (6,10) are three points.

(i)

Show that AB and BC are perpendicular
(3)

(ii)

Find the length of AC
(2)

Question 2

Find, in the form y = mx + c, the equation of the line passing through A (3,7) and B (5,-1).

Show that the midpoint of AB lies on the line x + 2y = 10
(5)

Total / 10

7

Sketching curves

Question 1

In the cubic polynomial f(x), the coefficient of x3 is 1. The roots of f(x) = 0 are -1, 2 and 5.

Sketch the graph of y = f(x)
(3)

Question 2

Sketch the graph of y = 9 – x2
(3)

Question 3

The graph below shows the graph of y =

1
𝑥

On the same axes plot the graph of y = x2 – 5x + 5 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 5

(4)

Total / 10

8

Transformation of functions

Question 1

The curve y = x2 – 4 is translated by

( 20 )

Write down an equation for the translated curve. You need not simplify your answer.

(2)

Question 2
This diagram shows graphs A and B.

(i)

State the transformation which maps graph A onto graph B
(2)

(ii)

The equation of graph A is y = f(x).

Which one of the following is the equation of graph B ?

y = f(x) + 2

y = 2f(x)

y = f(x) – 2

y = f(x+3)

y = f(x+2)

y = f(x-3)

y = f(x-2)

y = 3f(x)
(2)

Question 3
(i)

Describe the transformation which maps the curve y = x2 onto the curve y = (x+4)2
(2)

(ii)

Sketch the graph of y = x2 – 4
(2)

Total / 10

9

Trigonometric ratios

Question 1
Sidney places the foot of his ladder on horizontal ground and the top against a vertical wall.
The ladder is 16 feet long.

The foot of the ladder is 4 feet from the base of the wall.

(i)

Work out how high up the wall the ladder reaches. Give your answer to 3 significant figures.

(ii)

Work out the angle the base of the ladder makes with the ground. Give your answer to 3 significant
figures

(2)

(2)

Question 2
1

Given that cos Ɵ = 3 and Ɵ is acute, find the exact value of tan Ɵ
(3)

Question 3
Sketch the graph of y = cos x for 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 360°

(3)

Total / 10

10

Sine / Cosine Rule

Question 1

For triangle ABC, calculate
(i)

the length of BC
(3)

(ii)

the area of triangle ABC
(3)

Question 2
The course for a yacht race is a triangle as shown in the diagram below. The yachts start at A, then travel to B, then
to C and finally back to A.

Calculate the total length of the course for this race.
(4)

Total / 10

Test yourself….
1

Solving quadratic equations

Question 1

Find the real roots of the equation x4 – 5x2 – 36 = 0 by considering it as a quadratic equation in x2
(4)

Question 2

(i)

Write 4x2 - 24x + 27 in the form of a(x - b)2 + c
(4)

(ii)

State the coordinates of the minimum point on the curve y = 4x2 - 24x + 27.
(2)

Total / 10

2

Changing the Subject

Question 1

1
2

Make t the subject of the formula s = at2
(3)

Question 2

Make x the subject of

3x – 5y = y - mx
(3)

Question 3

Make x the subject of

the equation

𝑥+3

y = 𝑥−2
(4)

Total / 10

3

Simultaneous equations

Question 1
Find the coordinates of the point of intersection of the lines

x + 2y = 5 and y = 5x - 1
(3)

Question 2

The lines y =5x – a and y = 2x + 18 meet at the point (7,b).

Find the values of a and b.
(3)

Question 3

A line and a curve has the following equations :

y = x2 – 2x + 3

3x + 2y = 7

Find the coordinates of the points of intersection of the line and the curve by solving these simultaneous equations
algebraically
(4)

Total / 10

4

Surds

Question 1

(i)

Simplify √24 + √6
(2)

(ii)

36

Express 5−

√7

in the form a + b√7, where a and b are integers.
(3)

Question 2

(i)

Simplify 6√2 x 5√3 - √24
(2)

(ii)

Express ( 2 - 3√5 )2 in the form a + b√5, where a and b are integers.
(3)

Total / 10

5

Indices

Question 1

Find the value of the following.

(i)

( 31 )

-2

(2)
3

(ii)

164
(2)

Question 2

(i)

Find a, given that a3 = 64x12y3
(2)

(ii)

( 21 )

-5

(2)

Question 3
1

Simplify

162
3

814

(2)

Total / 10

6

Properties of Lines

Question 1

The points A (-1,6), B (1,0) and C (13,4) are joined by straight lines. Prove that AB and BC are perpendicular.
(2)

Question 2

A and B are points with coordinates (-1,4) and (7,8) respectively. Find the coordinates of the midpoint, M, of AB.
(1)

Question 3

A line has gradient -4 and passes through the point (2,-6). Find the coordinates of its points of intersection with the
axes.
(4)

Question 4

Find the equation of the line which is parallel to y = 3x + 1 and which passes through the point with coordinates (4,5).
(3)

Total / 10

7

Sketching curves

Question 1

You are given that f(x) = (x + 1)(x – 2)(x – 4)

Sketch the graph of y = f(x)
(3)

Question 2

Sketch the graph of y = x(x - 3)2
(3)

Question 3

This diagram shows a sketch of the graph of y =

1
𝑥

1

Sketch the graph of y = 𝑥−2 , showing clearly any points where it crosses the axes.
(3)

Question 4

1

This curve has equation y = 5 x (10 - x). State the value of x at the point A.

(1)

Total / 10

8

Transformation of functions

Question 1

The graph of y = x2 – 8x + 25 is translated by

0
(−20
).

State an equation for the resultant graph.
(1)

Question 2

f(x) = x3 – 5x + 2

Show that f(x – 3) = x3 – 9x2 + 22x - 10
(4)

Question 3

You are given that f(x) = 2x3 + 7x2 – 7x – 12

Show that f(x – 4) = 2x3 – 17x2 + 33x
(3)

Question 4

You are given that f(x) = (x + 1)(x – 2)(x – 4).

The graph of y = f(x) is translated by

(30).

State an equation for the resulting graph. You need not simplify your answer.
(2)

Total / 10

9

Trigonometric ratios

Question 1
AP is a telephone pole. The angle of elevation of the top of the pole from the point R on the ground is 42°as seen in
the diagram.

Calculate the height of the pole. Give your answer to 3 significant figures.

(3)

Question 2
Given that sin Ɵ =

√3
4

, find in surd form the possible values of cos Ɵ.
(3)

Question 3
The graph of y = sin x for 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 360° is shown below.

What are the coordinates of the 4 points labelled on the graph?
(………, ………)
(………, ………)
(………, ………)
(………, ………)
(4)

Total / 10

10

Sine / Cosine Rule

Question 1
This diagram shows a village green which is bordered by 3 straight roads AB, BC and AC. The road AC runs due North
and the measurements are shown in metres.

(i)

Calculate the bearing of B from C, giving your answer to the nearest 0.1o
(4)

(ii)

Calculate the area of the village green.
(2)

Question 2
This diagram shows a logo ABCD. It is symmetrical about AC.
Find the length of AB and hence find the area of the logo

(4)

Total / 10

Problem Solving Questions
1

Solving quadratic equations

Question 1

A number and its reciprocal add up to

26
5

.

Form and solve an equation to calculate the number.

………………………
(3)

Question 2

The diagram shows a trapezium.

Diagram NOT accurately drawn

All the measurements are in centimetres.
The area of the trapezium is 16 cm2.
a) Show that 2𝑥 2 + 5𝑥 − 16 = 0

(1)
b) Work out the value of 𝑥 to 1 decimal place.

𝑥 =……………………… (2)
Question 3

Two numbers have a product of 44 and a mean of 7.5.
Use an algebraic method to find the numbers.
You must show all of your working.

………………………
(4)

Total / 10

2

Changing the subject

Question 1

The surface gravity of a planet is given by 𝑔 =

𝐺𝑀
𝑟2

where

M = Mass of the planet
r = radius of the planet
G = gravitational constant = 6.67𝑥10−11

The surface gravity of Earth is 9.807m/s² and the mass of Earth is 5.98 x 10 24kg.

Find the radius of Earth in kilometres correct to 3 significant figures.

(4)

Question 2

1

1

1

In a parallel circuit, the total resistance is given by the formula 𝑅 = 𝑅 + 𝑅
1

2

Make 𝑅1 the subject of the formula

(4)

Question 3

Show that

𝟏
𝟏
+𝟏
𝒙

𝒙

= 𝒙+𝟏

(2)

Total / 10

3

Simultaneous equations

Question 1
Sarah intended to spend £6.00 on prizes for her class but each prize cost her 10p more than expected, so she had to
buy 5 fewer prizes.
Calculate the cost of each prize.

………………………
(5)

Question 2
Arthur and Florence are going to the theatre.
Arthur buys 6 adult tickets and 2 child tickets and pays £39.
Florence buys 5 adult tickets and 3 child tickets and pays £36.50.
Work out the costs of both adult and child tickets.

………………………
(5)

Total / 10

4

Surds

Question 1

Calculate the area of each shape giving your answers in the form 𝑎 + 𝑏√2

a)

11-√2

5+√2

(2)

5+√8
b)

(3)
Question 2
Colin has made several mistakes in his ‘simplifying surds’ homework. Explain his error and give the correct answer.
i)

4 3  12 = 20 36

(2)

Question 3
The area of a triangle is 20cm³. The length of the base is √8cm. Work out the perpendicular height giving
your answer as a surd in its simplest form.

(3)

Total / 10

5

Indices

Question 1

Lowenna says that 27−1/3 × 642/3 = 48

Is Lowenna correct? You must show all of your working.

(4)

Question 2
Which one of these indices is the odd one out? Circle your answer and give reasons for your choice.

16

−

1
4

64

−

1
2

8

−

1
3
(2)

Question 3
Find values for a and b that make this equation work

a

1
2

=

b

1
3

(1)

Question 4

i)

Write 25 as a power of 125

(1)

ii)

Write 4 as a power of 32

(1)

iii)

Write 81 as a power of 27

(1)

Total / 10

6

Properties of Lines

Question 1
(a) Write down the gradient of the line 2𝑦 − 4𝑥 = 5.
(1)
(b) Write down the equation of a line parallel to 3𝑦 = 7 − 4𝑥.
(1)
(c) Write down the equation of a line with gradient ½ and y-intercept of 6.
(1)
Question 2
Here is the profile of the first half of a fell running race.

(a) Work out the approximate gradient of the race from the start to Mad Major’s Grave

(2)
(b) The most dangerous part of the race is from Mad Major’s Grave to the Footbridge. Why do you think this might
be?

(1)
(c) Work out an estimate for the average ascent for the first four uphill sections of the race.

(2)

Question 3

Here is a graph used to convert degrees Celsius (C) and degrees Fahrenheit (F).

The equation of the straight line is given by F = mC + a
Calculate the values of m and a

(2)

Total / 10

7

Sketching curves

Question 1

Sketch the graph of 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 2 + 5𝑥 − 6, showing the co-ordinates of the turning point and the coordinates of any
intercepts with the coordinate axes.

(5)

Question 2

a) On the axes sketch the graph of y =

3
𝑥

showing the coordinates of the turning point and the coordinates of

any intercepts with the coordinate axes.
y

0

x

(2)

b) On the axes sketch the graph of y = x3 - 5 showing the coordinates of the turning point and the coordinates
of any intercepts with the coordinate axes.
y

0

x
(3)

Total / 10

8

Transformation of functions

Question 1

Here is a sketch of f(x).
The coordinates of P are (0,-2)
Sketch the graphs after the following translations and reflections, and state the coordinates of P’:
a) g(x) = f(x) + 1

b) h(x) = f(x - 2)

c) j(x) = -f(x)

d) k(x) = f(-x)

(4)
Question 2

The graph of 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥) is shown below.

Below each sketch, write down the equation of the transformed graph

y =………………….

y =………………….…
(2)

Question 3

The equation of a curve is 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥) where 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 2 − 4𝑥 + 5
C is the minimum point of the curve.
(a) Find the coordinates of C after the transformation𝑓(𝑥 + 1) + 2.

(………, ………)
(2)
(b) Hence, or otherwise, determine if 𝑓(𝑥 − 3) − 1 = 0 has any real roots.
Give reasons for your answer.

(2)

Total / 10

9

Pythagoras’ theorem and Trigonometric ratios

Question 1

ABCDEFGH is a cuboid
Diagram NOT
drawn
accurately

AE = 5cm
AB = 6cm
BC = 9cm

(a) Calculate the length of AG. Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.
..............................................
(1)
(b) Calculate the size of the angle between AG and the face ABCD.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.
(3)

Question 2
A piece of land is the shape of an isosceles triangle with sides 7.5m, 7.5m and 11m.
Turf can be bought for £11.99 per 5m2 roll.
How much will it cost to turf the piece of land?

..............................................
(3)
Question 3
Ben is 1.62m tall.
The tent he is considering buying is a square based pyramid.

2m

The length of the base is 3.2m.
2.2m

The poles AE, CE, AE and BE are 2m long.

Ben wants to know if he will be able to stand up in the middle of the tent. Explain your answer clearly.
..............................................
(3)

Total / 10

10

Sine / Cosine Rule

Question 1
Plane A is flying directly toward the airport which is 20 miles away. The pilot notice a second plane, B, 45 o to her right.
Plane B is also flying directly towards the airport. The pilot of plane B calculates that plane A is 50 o to his left. Based on
that information how far is plane B from the airport? Give your answer to 3 significant figures.

................................
(4)
Question 2
Two ships, A and B, leave the same port at the same time.
Ship A travels at 35km/h on a bearing of 130o.
Ship B travels at 25km/h on a bearing of 120o.
Calculate how far apart the ships are after 1 hour.
Give your answer correct to two decimal places.

................................
(3)

Question 3

A farmer has a triangular field. He knows one side measures 450m and another 320m. The angle between these two
sides measures 80o. The farmer wishes to use a fertiliser that costs £3.95 per container which covers 1500m 2. How
much will it cost to use the fertiliser on this field?

(3)

Total / 10

11

Inequalities

Question 1
A new cylindrical tube of snacks is being designed so that its height is 3 times its radius and its volume must be less
than 20 times its radius.
Create an inequality and find possible values for the radius.

.……………………
(3)

Question 2
A base jumper is going to jump off a cliff that is 50m tall, the distance she travels downwards is given by the equation
d = 4.9t 2

where
and

t = time of flight
d = distance travelled

A video camera is set-up to film her between 20m and 10m above the ground.
Calculate the time period after the jumper jumps that filming taking place.

………………………
(3)

Question 3

The total volume of the box is less than 1 litre.
Given that all lengths are in cm and that x is an integer,
Show that the longest side is less than 18cm.

(4)

Total / 10

12

Algebraic proof

Question 1
Katie chooses a two-digit number, reverses the digits, and subtracts the smaller number from the larger.
For example
42 – 24 = 18
She tries several different numbers and finds the answer is never a prime number.
Prove that Katie can never get an answer that is a prime number.

(4)
Question 2
Here are the first 5 terms of an arithmetic sequence
1

6

11

16

21

Prove that the difference between the squares of any 2 terms is always a multiple of 5.

(6)

Total / 10

13

Vectors

Question 1
Diagram NOT
drawn
accurately

OAB is a triangle

OA = a and OB = b
(a) Find the vector AB in terms of a and b

..............................................
(1)
P is the point on AB such that AP: PB = 3:2
(b)

1
5

Show that OP = (2a + 3b)

..............................................
(3)

Question 2
OABC is a parallelogram.
X is the midpoint of OB
OA = a and OC = c

Diagram NOT
drawn
accurately

(a) Find the vector OX in terms of a and c.

..............................................
(1)

(b) Find the vector XC in terms of a and c.

..............................................
(2)
Question 3

PQRS is a parallelogram.
M is the midpoint of RS
N is the midpoint of QR

PQ = 2a

Diagram NOT
drawn
accurately

PS = 2b

Use vectors to proof that the line segments SQ and MN are parallel.

(3)

Total / 10

14

Probability

Question 1

Max has an empty box.
He puts some red counters and some blue counters into the box.
The ratio of the number of red counters to the number of blue counters is 1 : 3.
Julie takes at random 2 counters from the box.
The probability that she takes 2 red counters is

19
.
316

How many red counters did Max put in the box?

(5)

Question 2
The Venn diagram shows the ice-cream flavours chosen by a group of 44 children at a party.
The choices are strawberry (S), choc-chip (C) and toffee (T).
A child is picked at random.

Work out :
(a) P(S)
............................................
(1)
(b) P(T U C│C)

............................................
(2)
(c) P(C│S U T)

............................................
(2)

Total / 10

15

Statistics

Question 1
The table and histogram show the weights of some snakes.

Weight, grams

Frequency

250

<x≤

300

60

300

<x≤

325

25

325

<x≤

350

40

350

<x≤

450

35

450

<x≤

600

40

Total

200

(a) Use the information to complete the histogram

(3)
(b) Calculate an estimate for the median

…………………………………

(2)
Question 2
Sarah played 15 games of netball. Here are the number of goals she scored in each game.
17

17

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

25

26

28

28

28

a) Draw a boxplot to show this information

(3)

a) Lucy plays in the same 15 games of netball. The median number of points Lucy scores is 24. The interquartile
range of these points is 10 and the range of these points is 17.
Who is the better player, Sarah or Lucy?
You must give a reason for your answer.

(2)

Total / 10

As you transition from Year 11 to Year 12, it is very important to refresh your memory on certain core mathematical skills.
Moreover, it is vital that you have a sound understanding of some more difficult skills. In the tables below, you will find
180 skills that you should be confident with as you start Year 12. Get 100% on each and use the videos if you are stuck.

Number
Topics
Indices, powers & roots
Index form 1 (intro)
Index form 2 (power of 0 & 1)
Index form 3 (power of negative integers)
Index form 4 (multiplying indices)
Index form 5 (dividing indices)
Index form 6 (power of power rule)
Index form 7 (powers of unit fractions)
Index form 8 (powers of non-unit fractions)
Index form 9 (combination of rules)
Multiplication & division with surds 1
Multiplication & division with surds 2
Simplifying surds
Brackets involving surds 1
Brackets involving surds 2
Rationalising surds 1
Rationalising surds 2
Order of operations 3 (indices & roots)

Clip Number

R

A

G

R

A

G

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

Algebra
Topics

Clip Number
Substitution

Substitution 1
Substitution 2
Substitution 3
Substitution 4
Substitution 5
Substitution 6
Substitution 7
Substitution 8
Substitution (Equations of motion 1)
Substitution (Equations of motion 2)

780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789

Algebra (continued)
Topics
Manipulating expressions
Collecting like terms 2
Simplifying expressions involving multiplication
Simplifying expressions involving division
Expand two single brackets & simplify
Expand double brackets 1
Expand double brackets 2
Expand double brackets 3
Expand brackets (difference of two squares)
Expand triple brackets
HCF of algebraic expressions
Factorise simple expressions 1
Factorise simple expressions 2
Simplifying expressions by factorising 1
Simplifying expressions by factorising 2
Expressions with algebraic fractions
Indices with algebraic expressions 1
Indices with algebraic expressions 2
Indices with algebraic expressions 3
Linear equations
Solve 1 step equations (balance method)
Solve 2 step equations (involving multiplication)
Solve 2 step equations (involving division)
Solve 2 step equations (x on denominator)
Solve 2 step equations (x negative)
Solve 3 step equations
Solve equations with x on both sides 1
Solve equations with x on both sides 2
Solve equations with x on both sides 3
Solve equations with algebraic fractions
Setup & solve equations (in context)
Simultaneous equations by elimination 4
Simultaneous equations by substitution
Simultaneous equations (in context)
Linear sequences and graphs
Midpoint of a line segment
Gradient of a line segment 1
Gradient of a line segment 2 (negative)
Gradient of a line segment 3 (fractions)
Gradient of a line segment 4 (summary)
Straight line graphs 1
Straight line graphs 2
Straight line graphs 3
Straight line graphs 4

Clip Number
157
158
159
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
193
194
195
200
201
202
203
204
206
207
208
209

R

A

G

Algebra (continued)
Topics
Linear sequences and graphs (continued)
Straight line graphs 5
Straight line graphs 6
Straight line graphs 7
Straight line graphs 8
Straight line graphs (parallel)
Straight line graphs (perpendicular) 1
Straight line graphs (perpendicular) 2
Straight line graphs (alternative way to define)
Solving equations & straight lines
Solving simultaneous equations using straight lines 1
Solving simultaneous equations using straight lines 2
Quadratics
Factorise quadratic expressions 1
Factorise quadratic expressions 2
Factorise quadratic expressions 3
Factorise quadratic expressions 4
Factorise quadratic expressions 5
Factorise quadratic expressions 6
Simplify algebraic fractions (involving quadratics)
Completing the square 1
Completing the square 2
Completing the square 3
Using the discriminant
Solving quadratic equations 1 (by factorising)
Solving quadratic equations 2 (by factorising)
Solving quadratic equations 3 (by factorising)
Solving quadratic equations 4 (by factorising)
Solving quadratic equations 5 (inverse operations)
Solving by completing the square 1
Solving by completing the square 2
Solving using the quadratic formula 1
Solving using the quadratic formula 2
Quadratic equations from algebraic fractions
Quadratic equations in context
Simultaneous equations involving quadratics
Find the y-intercept of a quadratic graph
Find the x-intercept (roots) of a quadratic graph
Find the line of symmetry of a quadratic graph
Find the turning point of quadratic graphs 1
Find the turning point of quadratic graphs 2
Sketch a fully labelled quadratic graph
The discriminant & quadratic graphs
Simultaneous equations using graphs
(quadratic & linear)
Using a quadratic graph to solve a related quadratic equation

Clip Number
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
220
217
218
219
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
235
236
237
243
230
231
232
233
234
238
239
241
242
244
245
246
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

R

A

G

Algebra (continued)
Topics

Clip Number
Exponentials

Manipulating powers 1
Manipulating powers 2
Manipulating powers 3
Manipulating powers 4
Manipulating powers 5
Manipulating powers 6

790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
302
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811

Exponential equations 1
Exponential equations 2
Exponential equations 3
Harder exponential problems
Exponential graphs (drawing)
Exponential growth graphs
Exponential decay graphs
Points on exponential graphs 1
Points on exponential graphs 2
Real life exponential growth 1
Real life exponential growth 2
Real life exponential growth 3
Real life exponential growth 4
Real life exponential decay 1
Real life exponential decay 2
Real life exponential decay 3
Real life exponential decay 4

Circles
Equation of a circle – centre origin 1
Equation of a circle – centre origin 1
Equation of a circle 1 (find centre and radius)
Equation of a circle 2 (write equation)
Equation of a circle 3 (location of points)
Equation of a circle 4 (not standard form)
Inequalities

778
779
314
315
316
317

Integer solutions to inequalities
Multiple inequalities on a number line
Solve single linear inequalities 1 (positive x)
Solve single linear inequalities 2 (negative x)
Solve single linear inequalities 3 (difficult)
Linear inequalities as graph regions 1
Linear inequalities as graph regions 2
Linear inequalities as graph regions 3
Linear inequalities as graph regions 4
Solving quadratic inequalities

267
268
269
270
271
273
274
275
276
277

R

A

G

Algebra (continued)
Topics
Formulae
Change the subject of the formula 1 (1 step)
Change the subject of the formula 2 (2 step)
Change the subject of the formula 3 (negative x)
Change the subject of the formula 4 (x on denominator)
Change the subject of the formula 5 (x with powers)
Change the subject of the formula 6 (x on both sides)
Change the subject of the formula 7 (x on both
sides/denominator)
Important graphs
Cubic graphs (recognising)
Reciprocal graphs 1
Reciprocal graphs 2
Sine graph
Cosine graph
Tangent graph
Sine, cosine, tangent summary

Clip Number

R

A

G

R

A

G

280
281
282
283
284
285
286
299
300
301
303
304
305
306

Graph transformations
Graph transformations 1 f(x)±a
Graph transformations 2 f(x±a)
Graph transformations 3 af(x)
Graph transformations 4 f(ax)
Graph transformations 5 f(x)
Graph transformations 6 f(x)
Graph transformations 7 (combined)

307
308
309
310
311
312
313

Geometry and measures
Topics
Non-calculator trigonometry 1
Non-calculator trigonometry 2
Non-calculator trigonometry 3
Non-calculator trigonometry 4
Non-calculator trigonometry 5
Non-calculator trigonometry 6
Non-calculator trigonometry 7
Non-calculator trigonometry (Problem solving 1)
Non-calculator trigonometry (Problem solving 2)

Clip Number
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853

